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OBERLIN DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP 2016
ON#FAILED#COLLABORATIONS
Despite#our#aspirations,#all#of#us#eventually#become#involved#in#a#collaborative#
group#that#never#quite#comes#together,#falls#short#of#its#goals,#or#becomes#mired#
in#some#setback#or#another.#How#do#we#deal#with#failed#collaborations?#Perhaps#
more#importantly,#how#do#we#identify#points#of#failure#and#salvage#work#that#
takes#place#in#spite#of#lessKthanK#stellar#outcomes?#How#important#is#contingency#
planning#in#collaborative#projects,#and#what#sorts#of#models#could#we#employ?
Why$did$we$pick$this$topic?
● Perception$of$failure$is$negative,$but$it$isn’t$necessarily.
● People$don’t$talk$about$failure;$we’re$so$invested$in$success$that$we$don’t$want$to$admit$
failure
● Starts$projects$by$acknowledging$it’s$a$work$in$progress,$we$don’t$know$everything,$we’ll$
learn$as$we$go,$be$prepared$to$change$horses$midstream$if$we$need$to
Identifying$points$of$failure
● If$you$are$clear$about$your$goals$&$then$don’t$meet$them
Talking$about$failure,$challenges:$how?
● It’s$too$bad$people$feel$like$they$need$safe$spaces$to$talk$about$failure.
● Mac$has$a$“reflective$practice$cohort.”$Reflection$as$you$practice$is$important,$sometimes$
that$means$reflecting$on$failure.
● Maybe$we$need$a$better$word$than$“failure.”
○ “Perpetual$beta”
○ Isn’t$that$the$point$of$agile$development,$to$learn$as$you$go?
Takeaways
● Repackage$failure$K$don’t$make$it$a$dirty$word
● Create$safe$spaces$to$talk$about$and$reflect$on$failure
● Learning$to$adjust$to$things$and$reKwork$plans$as$a$project$moves$along
Faculty*Fellows*program*B*where*faculty*develop*digital*projects*during*their*sabbatical*leave
Takeaways
● Some*institutions*intentionally*have*dismantled*leadership*model,*while*others*are*
collaborations*that*still*have*(at*least)*nominal*leadership
● Consensus*was*for*consensus*models,*and*for*giving*others*chance*to*lead
● Challenges*include*bringing*together*groups,*the*amount*of*time*and*infrastructure*
projects*require*B*how*are*we*avoid*being*overextending?
● What*units*are*leading*projects?*The*library?*The*CTLR?*Faculty?
● Challenge*of*inserting*yourself*as*a*leader*for*projects
